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N. Jacobson, in an unpublished manuscript, has introduced an enveloping 
associative algebra O* for a Lie algebra f! of type Es (in terms of a Jordan 
algebra realization) and has used this algebra as an invariant in studying 
certain isomorphism classes of algebras of type E6 . In this paper we continue 
the study of the relationships existing between B and f?* and apply our 
results to the classification problem for algebras of type E6 . We obtain thus 
a complete.classification of these algebras for finite, p-adic, and real fields and 
partial results for algebraic number fields. We also produce examples of new 
algebras of type E6 which do not arise over these fields. 
Section 1 describes the Jordan realization of the split Es which plays a 
central role in this study and recalls certain necessary facts about Jordan 
algebras, some groups of transformations in such algebras, and classification 
of algebras via Galois descent. Section 2 introduces !Z+ and reproduces 
Jacobson’s results about its structure. Sections 3, 4, and 5 investigate more 
closely certain classes of algebras L! with given 9*, while Section 6 gives the 
classification results as well as a construction of a new E, . 
We assume throughout the paper that all fields are of characteristic other 
than 2 or 3. 
1. By the classification problem for nonassociative algebras we mean 
the following: Let k be a field, Q 2 k an algebraically closed field, ‘$i an algebra 
over Q. Determine, up to k-isomorphism, all algebras %I over k such that 
2fI, = % (& Q s ‘$i. For the purposes of this paper it suffices to solve the 
analogous problem where D is replaced by a finite Galois extension K of k 
*Parts of this work appear in the author’s doctoral dissertation, written under 
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Graduate School in 1966. 
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(see [6]), for % a split L’ re algebra of type E, in the classification of Killing- 
Cartan. 
For an arbitrary nonassociative algebra % over K, we call a k-subalgebra 
% of % a k-form of 3 if % and K are linearly disjoint over k and K2l = % 
(note that this is equivalent to ‘8 z 91 OR K). It is easily seen from [I31 
that we need only classify the k-forms of *% to classify all ?I with 5ZK G 9. 
Moreover there is a l-l correspondence 2l +P 7 between k-forms ‘% of +a 
and homomorphisms q : G -+ Aut, a, G = gal(K/k), Aut, $3 the group 
of k-semilinear automorphisms of ‘$l where q(s) is s-linear and %(ty) = 
(a E 3 1 q(s) = a V s E G). W e call ?(++‘%I) the precocycle of G in Aut, & 
corresponding to 5Y. If ‘&(++Q), i = 1,2, are k-forms of 8, then %r g %s 
if and only if there is 0 E Aut % E Aut, ‘8 such that 
~-lrllw u = r],(s) for all s E G. (1) 
To classify algebras of type E, we need a convenient description of both 
the split & and its automorphisms. Thus let J be an exceptional, central 
simple, Jordan algebra over K with generic norm form N(x), generic trace 
form T(x) ([14]). If N(x, y, z) is the trilinearized norm form, the algebra 
!i?(J) = (L E Hom(3,3)] N(xL, x, x) = 0 V x E 3) is an algebra of type E, (i.e. -- 
!S(s) OK K, K the algebraic closure of K, is of type E6 over R)( [ 161). If we 
denote by I’,(s) the group of k-semilinear transformations C(s) in 3 with 
N(xC(s)) = piqx)” f or all x E J, some p E K*, and by 7 the mapping L E -Lt, 
L E S(J), t the transpose with respect to T(x, y) = T(x . y) we have 
Aut, !S(J) = (P,(J))” U r(r,(Z)) [W (2) 
where C* will denote (throughout the paper) the transformation X -+ C-rXC 
for X in the appropriate space. We note that 
Aut, 3 = {C(s) E S,(J)1 lC(s) = l), 1 the identity of 3 [UJ (3) 
In J we have the Freudenthal cross product 
x xy=x*y-~HT(x)y-+T(y)r+~(T(x)T(y)-T(x*y))l 
which satisfies 3N(x, y, x) = T(x x y, z) for all x, y, x E J. A simple 
generalization of (49) in [12] h s ows that if C(S) E r,(J), N(xC(s)) = piV(~)~, 
then 
XC(S) x yC(s) = p(x x y) C(sy for all x, y E J. (4) 
Thus if we define D(s) = {x E J [ x x x = 0} we see that n(J) is r,(J) 
invariant. If n(3;) f (01 J ’ 1s reduced ([17]), hence there is a Cayley algebra 
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6 over K and yi E K”, i = I, 2,3, such that 3 is isomorphic to the algebra 
NC3 , 14 of all 
ai a3 Y$gf~ 
- 
x = y;lyla3 3 % 01i E K, aiEt5, 
a.2 
-1 - 
Y3 'yzal =3 
- the canonical involution in K, the product in lj(E, , r) being the usual 
Jordan matrix product. J is called split if it is reduced and 6 is split. In this 
case 6 has a basis, which we shall denote by (~81, of isotropic vectors whose 
precise form is to be found in [IdJ. Since the diagonal idempotents e, = eii 
and the elements u$ , $ = 12,23, 31 (aj, = aejk + yilyjaekj , a E 6, ejk the 
usual matrix units) are in .LQ) we see that LQ), for J split, spans 3. Still 
assuming J split we note that an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 
1 of [5] shows that if xi , i = 1,2,3, satisfy xi E LQ), N(x, , xa , us) + 0, 
then the xi are supplementary, orthogonal idempotents in the zl-isotope 
3(u) where u = (xi + x2 + ~a)-~ (see [14] for definition of J(@ and further 
results). The Corollary to Theorem 9 ([3]) together with N(7‘)(~) = N(a) N(X), 
N(“)(X) the generic norm form of JcU), imply that G(s) = r,(s) acts 
transitively on triples of points in n(s) such that N(x, y, 2) # 0. From this, 
the fact that for any x E n(3) there exist y, x E n(3) with N(x, y, X) + 0 
([5]), and the fact that e, x es = se, we have 
if x E D(J), J split, then there are y, x E n(s) such that x = y  x x. (5) 
Since for any z E J with N(U) f  0 we have N”)(x) = N(u) N(x) it is 
clear that e(s) = L!(g(u)). F or any y  = diag{y, , ya , yaj, there is u(=r-l) E 
lj($ , y) such that lj(C& , y)tU) E lj(Es , 1) = lj(Q, Thus we shall assume 
throughout when studying g(z), J reduced, that J = h(&,). We recall that 
~(1$,63)) is split if and only if & is. in r,(s), 3 = lj((T,), we shall make use 
of the transformations Cp, T(s)] defined in [4], p E S’a , T(s) = {T1(s)$ Ts(s), 
T,(s)) a related triple of semisimilarities ([Ej) in 6. It is easy to check that 
[l, T(s)lt = [I, T(s)‘], T(s)’ = {T,(s)‘, T,(s)‘, 7’s(s)‘), ’ denoting transpose 
with respect to the norm form n(a, 6) on 6. 
2. We assume throughout this section that K is a finite dimensional 
Galois extension of K, G = gal(K/k), and that 2 is a K-form of e(s), 
3 = lj(Q, 0: a split Cayley algebra over K. If  2 t) q we call f? of type Es, 
if q(s) E r&T)” for all s E G, of type E,rr otherwise. A simple calculation using 
the explicit form (2) of Aut e(3) and (1) shows that isomorphic forms are 
of the same E, type. Furthermore it is easy to verify that the E6 type of an 
algebra Q over K is independent of the splitting field K. 
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Since r&)y is a normal subgroup of index two in Aut, e(J) the preimage 
H = ~-l(F,(s)~) is a normal subgroup of index two in G if 2 t) q is of type 
E 6u . We denote by F(f?) the fixed field of H in K and observe that F(Q) 9 is 
an F(2)-form of f?(s) of type Ear . We call F(Q) the canonical E,, extension 
of k for B. Again one has easily that if k is an algebraic closure of k which 
contains F(2), then if L C k, [L : k] <: co, L separable over k, then 
& = 2 aa L is of type EGI if and only if L 1 F(e). 
LEiUiK4 1. Let 2 be a k-form of A?(J). If J contains an &&wariant 27- 
dimensional k-subspace M then 9 is of type E,, . 
Proof. From [16] we see that Q(g) generates Hom(S, 3), hence the 
assumption dim M = 27 and the fact that KQ = 2(z) imply that M( f-f L) is 
a k-form of J (as vector space with trivial product), G : G -+ Horn, (3, 3). 
Clearly my ( 2 is the identity, as is q(s)/ 9 for 7 f-) 2. It follows that 
q(s)-l c(s)” = Id on g(z). For q(s) = #C(S)~, C(s) E r,(J), i = 0 or 1, this 
implies L(S) E r,(3), i = 0 by [26]. 
COROLLARY. If char k = 0, 5? of type I& over k, then 9 is of type E,, ;f ti 
admits a nontrivial 27-dimemional k-module. 
Proof. This reduces to the Lemma since after realizing 9 as a k-form of 
e(B), J split, for some K 2 k, one knows that any 27-dimensional, nontrivial 
Z-module is a k-form of an 2(s)-module which is either equivalent to, or 
contragredient to, J. 
For 9 as at the beginning of this section we define Q* to be the k-enveloping 
associative algebra of 9 in Hom(J, 3). We have already noted in the proof 
of Lemma 1 that e(J)* = Hom(J, J), hence K(B*) = (K9)* = Hom(S, J). 
B* is not in general a k-form of Hom(J, J) as we see from 
THEOREM 1. Let 9 be a k-form of !iQ). 
a) If 2 is of type I& , !S* is a central simple associative algebra of exponerzt 
1 or 3, degree 27. 
b) If f! is of type EGII then !G* = (F(9) !Z)* h as arz involution of the second 
kind. 
Proof. a) Suppose B t+ r], q(s) = C(s)l. Then clearly 2* C ‘9X, 2l the 
associative k-form of Hom(B, J) fixed by C(s)‘, s E G, or equivalently ti the 
centralizer of !B = Cssc KC( ) s in Horn& , Jd, Jli denoting J considered 
as a k-vector space. The remarks about K5?* preceding the theorem imply 
9* = 2l. Since s -+ C(sp is a homomorphism and e(g)* = Hom(J, J) 
we have C(s) C(t) = C(st) ys,t , {Y~,~} being a factor set of G in K* such that 
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% E (K, G, (Y~,~}). From N(xC(s)) = &V(X)~ and the cubic character of 
N(N) follows pipt = &p;’ and thus the desired result. 
b) By a) we know the structure of % = (F(B) 9)* >_ 8”. Moreover, 
F(f!) 2.” = % implies that any nontrivial ideal 3 C 9* satisfies F(B) 3 = “u: 
so, in particular, 5!* is semisimple and is one of ?l, 21, @ 2X, , ‘Llr, , ‘G!& 
k-algebra forms of 21. The second case is clearly impossible. To dispose 
of the third we note first that since B is of type E,,, , 0 is fixed by TC(S>” for 
some C(s) E r,(J), so !G* is invariant under the natural extension of --q(s) 
to an s-antiautomorphism of Hom(J, 3). Since v(s)” = Id on F(g) 2 it must 
be so also on (F(g) Q)* > !$*, hence ,* has an involution. If  g* = %, is 
central simple over K it must thus be of exponent 1 or 2 by [I], hence by a) 
is isomorphic to K,, . In this case, however, Lemma 1 implies X! of type EGI . 
Thus g!” .= 2I. 
Since the elements of Aut a(3) extend in obvious ways to either auto- 
morphisms or additive inverses of antiautomorphisms of Horn& 3) it 
follows immediately that 
PROPOSITION 1. Let !& , i = 1,2, be k-forms of l?(3). Then Z1 g .Q 
implies eitlaer .Q* E- 5l!!,* or &* E &*. 
Thus 5&* is in a sense an invariant of isomorphism classes. We note finally, 
that JZ* is in fact independent of the splitting field R since it could equally 
well have been defined in terms of !G C !Z(Ji) C Horn&, J,$. 
In the next three sections we consider three well known constructions 
which yield algebras of type E6 , obtain 8* for algebras constructed in these 
manners, and consider the classification of algebras with a given O* among 
those arising. 
3. In Section 1 we have introduced e(Q), for arbitrary J, in terms of 
the generic norm of J. It is well known that e(3) can be realized in a more 
constructive manner as e(s) = %(J) @ D(Q), 9(s) the algebra of derivations 
in J, g(3) the space of multiplications by elements of trace zero in 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1! be a k-form of r?(3) (as in 5 2). Then 5! G Q(&) for 
some J1 if and o&y if 2 is of type E,, , l?* s k?, . 
Proof. I f  B E Q(J,) then since Q!, is split, (31)K is split so Jr s Je C J. 
Thus 5?(&) g !G(JJ and it suffices, by Proposition 1, to prove G&)* s k,, . 
But Z(Ja)* C Horn&, J2) C Hom(J, J) and by Theorem 1 we have 
!i!(&)* == Hom(J, , &). 
Conversely, if 5? t, 7 is of type Eel, the proof of Theorem 1 implies that 
q(s) = C(sy where C(st)-.l C(s) C(t) = ys,t defines a split factor set if 
B* s R,, . Thus, replacing C(s) by a suitabIe scalar multiple, we may assume 
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s + C(s) is a homomorphism of G into Hom,(z, z), Ctt M, M a vector 
space form of J. Since KM = J it is clear that N(x) f  0 for some x E M. 
Then for y  = x-r E 3 we have C(s) E Aut, 3’“) by (3), hence 9 g 9(&), 
&t, c. 
It is well known that 
PROPOSITION 2. !i?(&) E !i?(s2) if and only ;f  theFe is C E Hom(Q, , Js) 
such that N&C) = ,2V,(x) for all x E & , some p E K*. 
4. Closely related to the algebra e(3) is Albert’s “twisted” E6 
9(J)* = d%(J) @ 33(J), [k(l/h) : k] = 2, with the obvious product, J 
assumed arbitrary central simple Jordan. It is clear that e(g), is of type E6 
and we have 
THEOREM 3. Let i! be a k-form of 2(s) (as in 4 2). I f  I! z !iQJn for 
some X , A, then 2 is of type E,,, , F(2) = k(6), !2* g F(2),, . 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume K>_F = k(%%) since this 
will follow from the Theorem (for an extended field) and the remark preceding 
Lemma I. Since clearly (9(&),),~ e((s,),) we have ((&)F)K g (s&g J, 
hence there is Js _C J such that & s Js . We prove the result for !Z(&), . 
Suppose Ja t+ A, A : G---f Aut, J, and let H = gal(K/F) _C G. Define 
7 : G -+ Autk e(3) by T(S) = A(s)Y f  or s E H, r)(s) = 7A(s)I for s E G\H. 
Then 7 is a precocycle of G in Autl, 9!(J) and a direct computation (since T 
(resp. -T) acts as the identity on a(3) (resp. %(J))) yields f!(&), f--) 7. 
The result follows immediately from b) of 
PROPOSITION 3. a) !Z(J)n g e(z), implies X = a2p, a E k 
b) WA = Kh), if%= 32 - 
Proof. a) follows from the invariance of F(f?) under isomorphism, b) is 
established by producing the obvious isomorphism. 
COROLLARY (to proof of Theorem 3). Suppose K = F = k(di). ThmJ 
l?(+-q) is isomorphic to 2(~l)A f  or some sl if and only if there is x E J, N(x) f  0, 
p E K*, such that (px) C(s) = IV x x where v(s) = TC(S)“, G = {I, s}. 
Proof. If I! G L?(&), we have seen that there is a k-form J,(ttr2) of J 
such that L! G fQ,>, ,KQ ++ r12 , Q(S) = day. By the isomorphism 
conditions (1) and the form of the automorphisms (2) we see that I! g Q(s,), 
if and only if there is C E G(J) such that PC(s) C = p&s), p E K*. Now 
M(s) = 1 = 1 x 1 implies lCV(s) C = pl x 1, hence for x = lCt, 
XC(S) = p(1 x 1) C-l = pp’( lCt x 1 Ct) so the condition is necessary. 
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Conversely, if XC(S) = p(s x x), pick C E G(s) such that lCt = X. Then 
lCtC(s) C = p’p(l x 1) 1 p’pl and replacing C(s) by a suitable scalar 
multipIe we have ICY?(s) C = 1, hence A(s) = CQZ’(s) C E Aut, 3 so 
i? Lx 2(3&j ) 39 * A. 
We shall show, using this corollary, that the converse to Theorem 3 for 
arbitrary fields is false, though in $6 we see that it is valid for certain special 
fields. ‘\Ve use here the special case of a result originally due to T. A. Springer. 
LEMMA 2. Let K = k(x6), 3 = @&Jr 6 split over K, and suppose 
C(s) = [I, {Tl(S), T,(s), T,(s))] E T,(J), C(s) = C(s)“, N(xC(sjj = N(x)” for 
all x f  3. &ppose moreover 
2) there is x E 3, N(x) + 0, such that (Ax) C(s) = x x x. 
Then there is u E R = Ke, + Ke, + 3&& = (a= j a E K}) such that 
u x u = 0, T(u, UC(S)) = 1. 
Proof. We define pi, i = 1,2,3, by n(aTi(s)) = pin(a)* and recall that 
e&‘(s) = py1el . From C(s) = C(S)~ we obtain Ti(s) = Ti(s)’ and hence 
T,(s)” = &d, pi E k”. We write x = C fxiei + C a:?, oli f3 K, i# E fX, 
1 < i, j, k < 3, i, j, K f  and calculate that 2) is equivalent to the conditions 
i) hsqSp;l = ajmk - .(&I), ii) Xsa(i)Ti(s) = @+l)u(~+U - a~(“). We yet 
z = age2 + a3e3 t uz3 (I) and obtain z x z = (cxsas - n(&))) e, = X%xl~&e, 
and 
T(z, xc(s)) = 01 01 2 2 $A;’ + 01 a sp-l 3 3 3 + 2n(u@), a(l)T (sj). 
Since P’ds), T,(s), T3( >I s is a related triple with ratio 1 we have 
uvT,o = $uT,(s) vT3(s) for all u, v  E Q. (61 
In particular, applying T,(s) to ii) with i = 1 we obtain, after left multiplying 
by u(l) and taking traces, 
XX” + cx$x& = a&)c;l + 01‘$013 pq s -’ f  2n(u’l’, &‘T,(s)) 
and hence T(x, zC(s)) = cy,ls& + MS. 
We consider two cases: (i) 011 = 0 (ii) aI # 0. In (i) u = h-rz sufhces for 
the lemma. In (ii) set t = M”i(e, x z) + 3/2N(er, z, x) xc(s). We show 
u = y(e, x t), for suitable y, suffices. Since t E R, t x t = 0 if and 
only if T(e, , t i< t) = 0. Calculating T(e, , t x t) directly using 
e, x (e, x x) = l/42,, (4), N(x,y, 2) = 1/3T(.r,y x xj, 
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and the value of T(z, XC(S)) we obtain the desired result t x t = 0 and 
hence u x u = 0. 
T(u, UC(S)) = yy”T(el X t, (el x t) C(s)) = 1/4fiT(t, tC(s)-‘) ws 
and since direct evaluation shows 
where y  = 1/4A(AAs - CX~%“P;‘) the result follows. 
The converse to the theorem will thus fail to hold if we can produce in 
lj(Q, 6 split, a related triple T(s) = {T,(s), Ts(s), Ts(s)} such that the 
conditions of Lemma 2 (excluding 2)) hold for [I, T(s)] but such that the 
conclusion of the Lemma fails to hold, since the form 2 G-P 7, T(S) = &(s) 
is of type Esrr with f?* = JZ(d/h)s, but by the above corollary, f? Q e(&), 
for any & . We take k = Q(xl , x2 , x3 , q) the rational function field in four 
indeterminates over the rational numbers, X = -1. To obtain T(s) we need 
only define T,(s) and ps . For ui as before we define T,(s) to be s-linear in (5 
such that &T,(s) = .&f4, i = l,..., 4, &T,(s) = ~x;~z&-~, i = 5 ,..., 8, 
. . 
where ,u E Q is positrve, p 6 No, t/x,,a (Q(m)). It is easy to see that 
T1(s) = T,(s)‘, n(aT,(s)) = Anne. With the aid of (6) one can calculate 
directly the transformations T,(s), Ts(s) such that {T,(s), T,(s), Ts(s)} is 
related with ratio 1. One obtains thus 
-1 -1 
p2 = $x&. XQ X@!12, pz = 4a~%~1x~~3x3L~1, 
ai an arbitrary scalar. We set ai = zcs~s and claim T(u, UC(S)) # 1 
for any zl E R. Suppose otherwise, i.e. let u E R, T(u, UC(S)) = 1. Let 
8 
u = c rid + r9e, -k rl,e3 , ri E K, so T(u, UC(S)) 
i=l 
= $ Xgz’(YJ + p $ xid(ri+4x;1) + yn’(r9(2y)-1) + t.L3d(2Qo) = 1 
where n’(a) = CUP, a E K, y = x,.v.g3x4 . Clearing denominators of the 
rational functions appearing we obtain a relation 
x4 (4 .vqfg) + P fJ %qiJ + w4> + Pw3)) 
+ i %wi> + P ; v’(fi+4> - n’(g) = 0, 
1 1 
(8) 
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g f  0, fi E.Q(d/--l)[X1 , xp , x3 , x4]. Clearly n’(fi), n’(g) are polynomials 
of even degree in x4 as, indeed, is the coefficient of x4 in (8), as any relation 
between leading coefficients of the summands would yield, upon suitable 
specialization of xi to positive rationals, a dependence relation between 
positive rationals. A similar argument, using a negative specialization of the 
xi , shows the sum of the remaining terms to be a polynomial of even degree 
in x4 . Thus (8) yields equality between a polynomial of even degree and one 
of odd degree in x4 which is impossible. Thus we have a T(s) with the desired 
properties. 
It is not known if the algebra 9 C L?(s) obtained in this manner is con- 
structible by any known method. If  it comes from a Tits construction ([20]) 
it is easy to see from the results of the succeeding section that it must arise 
from a construction involving a Cayley alternative component and a Jordan 
component which is the algebra of fixed elements in K3 with respect to an 
involution of the second kind. 
In Section 6 we shall require some technical information about precocycles 
corresponding to algebras 2 of type EGII such that f?* = F,, , [F : K] = 2. 
It follows from Theorem lb) and Theorem 2 that F = F(Q) and F!i! E l!(3) 
for some (not necessarily split) exceptional central simple Jordan algebra J. 
We shall assume, for the remainder of this section, that J is also split, i.e. 
that F2 is split. Thus we assume, in fact, F = K and we denote G = 
gal(K/K) = (1, s). Then 2 c+ 7 where q(s) = ~C(s)y~ C(s) E X’,(B), J as in $2. 
v(s)‘2 = Id implies C(s) = pC(s)t, p E K* and from (C(.V)~)~ = C(s) follows 
1 pps = 1, hence p = h- h s. Replacing C(s) by a suitable scalar multiple we 
may assume C(s) = C(S)~. From N(xC(s)) = five and N(xC(~)~) = 
YENS (1121 Prop. 3) follows y  E k so for T = [l, {y, 1, l}] the transformation 
C’(s) = y-rTtC(s) T satisfies C’(s) = C’(s)“, N(xC’(s)) = No. Since from 
(1) and (2) we obtain in the case at hand 
2 g !?, !Z(ey’) a R-form of-2(J), (9 
if and only if y’(s) = ~(yC%‘(s) C)” for C E G(J), y  E K*, we may assume 
2 H ‘I, y(s) = Tc(s)y, where c(s) = C(S)~, N@C(s)) = N(x)“. In this case 
we have the following normalization 
LEMMA 3. Let C(s) E r,(s) satisfy C(s) = C(s)*, N(xC(s)) = N(x)” where 
3 = lj&), 6 split. Then there is C E G(z) such that C’(s) = (X’(s) C = 
[l, T(s)] for some related triple T(s) of s-semisimilarities in (5:. Moreover 
N(xc’(s)) = N(x)“. 
Proof. For x E n(J) we denote by (0 : X) the set (y E J 1 x x y  = 01. We 
show first that for some x E n(z), T(x, xc(s)-l) # 0. If  not, we have for 
any u E (0 : e,) n n(s), S E K*, that T(e, + Au, (e, + SU) C(s)-I) = 0, 
4W13/1-5 
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hence that T(elC(s)-r, u = 0 and thus that erC(s)-r E (0 : e,)l since 
(0 : e,) n 17(s) spans (0 : er). A similar argument implies elC(s) E (0 : e# 
and since e, x (e, x x) = $x for x E (0 : e# we have for y = e, x e,C(s)-1 
that T(y, yC(s)-r) 4 T(er x erC(s)-l, e, x e,C(s)) = f, a contradiction. 
For x E D(3) satisfying T(x, xc(s)-l) = /3 f 0 there are by (5) y, z E n(s) 
with x = y x z. By the transitivity of G(J) on triples (see $ 1) there is 
C E G(B) such that N(wC) = N(w) for zu E J, e,Ct = xc(s)-l, esCt = y, 
esCt = ‘yz, y E K*. Then elCtC(s) C = aer ,01 E K* so we may assume 
e,C(s) = ale, and thus that (0 : e,), (0 : er)’ are C(s)-invariant. 
If for all x En(s) n (0 : e# T(x, xc(s)-l) = 0 an argument analogous 
to that above implies e,C(s)-l E (0 : e# n (0 : e,)l and thus that e,C(s) = /3e, , 
e&(s) = pea , .&C(S) _C J&C(s) = [(23), T(s)]). To show that this is 
impossible we consider T(u, , zc,C(~)-~) = LX~ , q = ea + Pe, + (Sl),, E n(s), 
6 E K. A direct calculation shows 01~ #= 0 for some 8. 
For x E (0 : er)” n n(s) with T(x, xc(s)-l) f 0 we take C E G(3) such 
that e,Ct = e, , eaCt = xc(s)-l, e,Ct = r(er x x) for suitable y so that 
N(wC) = A@) for w E J. Then e$V(s) C = olie, , i = 1,2,3, oli E K* 
and hence CV(s) C is as desired by [4]. 
5. In this section we consider a construction of algebras of type EG 
which is essentially a special case of a construction of Tits. We let % be a 
central simple associative algebra over K of dimension 9, 6 a Cayley algebra 
over K and D(E) the derivation algebra of 6. We denote by e(K, 2l) the algebra 
on the vector space ID(E) + 6 @ 2&, , ‘%a the space of elements of generic 
trace zero in 2& with product 
where ai E 6, xi E ‘Q&, , Di E B(K), [u, v] = ue, - vu, u . ZJ = *(WI + wu), x,, 
is the orthogonal projection of s on ‘%a, tr denotes the generic trace and 
D al&z2 : a - a[q 3 Ql - 1% , %I a - 3(w) a, + 34%). 
If 52l= k, , t denotes the usual transpose, and u, , uz denote right and left 
multiplications by u (in 6 or a), the mapping 
of 5?(6, $2) into Horn& , Q, t.Xa identified with 6 @ ks , is easily seen to 
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induce an isomorphism of I?@, 2X) onto 2($(Q) if one compares the induced 
mappings with the explicit forms given in [I6]. Thus if ‘3 is split f?@, %) 
is of type Es, . The principal result of this section will be 
THEOREM 4. Assume that there are no exceptional Joydan division algebras 
over k. [ f  2 is a k-form of B(J), 3 split, then 9 g !i?(& , %) for some & , % 
zy and only ;f  f? is of type EGI , A? * of index three or one. 
The proof will be an easy consequence of three Lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let L be cyclic, Galois over k of degree 3, H = gai(L/k) = (s), 
6’ a Cayley algebra over L, Q+-w) a k-form of c-“. For a E k* define 
C(s) = [(1X?), {a-%(s), Y(S), v(s)j] E r&j&‘)). Then 77 : s - C(s)y de&es 
a precoycle of H in Autk 2($(6,‘)), e(+-+q) is isoaorphic to I?(% , 3) where 
,21 = (L, s, ccl), and 2* s ?I$ , b = (L, s, o$. 
Proof. Since o-1 E k it is clear that C(S)~ = c+Id, hence that 7 defines 
a precocycle. Moreover by the proof of Theorem 1, I?*, for I! +-+ v, has 
division algebra part equivalent to that of an antiisomorph of (L, s, a-1)I 
hence to that of 23. It remains to determine the form of 
i? = (L E qIj(&3/))1 L?j(s) = L}. 
We let + as in (10) be an isomorphism of 2(&‘, Ls) onto !2(I$&‘)) and note 
that 2 is isomorphic to the elements in G&X’, Ls) fixed by #&“. But #T#” : 
D + a @ x + v(s)-1 Dv(s) + av(s) @y%z~y where 
follows by direct computation. The fixed elements are thus b(KJ @ & @ 9X0, 
5!l t-) r]’ where T’(S) : x -+ y-1x9. Since y” = oz we have ‘3 g (L, s, a-l)- 
LEMMA 5. Let Li , i = 1,2, be k-forms of a(z) such that I$ g X?(& , +%J. 
Then 5Z1 s f?% z. and om’y $ & z OZ2 and either ‘& g Sz or %I Z & . 
Proof. If v : (I& -+ 6s is an isomorphism, p; : 5X1 --+ 53s respectively an 
isomorphism and an antiisomorphism, it is clear from (9) that the mappings 
are isomorphisms of I?!(& , ?lJ onto !2(&, , XJ. 
Conversely, if X!& , a,) g !2(cz , ‘2X,) then by Lemma 4 and Proposition 
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1 we have 211 s 21z or %a Z ‘& . LetL be a cubic splitting field for *& if ?& 
is a division aIgebra, L = K if V& split. Then (&), s f!((Q&- , ($Y&),) s 
e((&), , La) g ~@((((&)a)). By Proposition 2 and [3] this implies that 
(EJL z (Q and hence (n& - (1~s)~) ni the norm form of & . Since 
L = R or [L : k] = 3 this implies n, N 12s so t& g 6, . 
LEMMA 6. Let c’, L be us in Lemma 4, C(s) E I’, (fj&‘)) such that 
C(S)~ = dd, a 6 N&L). A ssume that k satisjes the condition of Theorem 4. 
Then thee is C E G(Ij(E3’)) such that C-W(s) C = p[(132), {W(S), V(S), V(S)>], 
v(s) E Aut,K’, v(s)~ = 1, some p EL*. 
Proof. N(xC(s)) = IN” implies 0~s = pp@, hence M-$J = y-rys 
(Satz 90) for some y  EL*. Keplacing C(s) by its conjugate by [I, {r-r, 1, I}] 
we may assume N(xC(s)) = &V(X)“. Then for any x E J( =t)(E3’)), X, K(s), 
xC(s)e are linearly independent, as a comparison of the coefficients in a 
dependence relation with the coefficients of its image under C(s) leads to a 
contradiction of 01$ NLIk(L). W e consider two cases: i) 6’ split, ii) (5’ a 
division algebra. 
i) We show first, by contradiction, the existence of x E 17(J) with 
x x WC(S) f  0. I f  no such x exists e,C(s) E (0 : el). Since e, # pe,C(s) for 
any p EL there is u E (0 : e,) n D(3) with elC(s) x ?I f  0. Then for some 
6 EL, (el + W x ((el + 6~) C(s)) i 0, a contradiction. For x E 17(J) with 
x x XC(S) f  0 let N be the kernel of z -+ N(x, xc(s), x), so dim N = 26, 
(0 : x) + (0 : XC(S)) C N and indeed equality holds. If  (0 : xc(s)) C(s) _C N, 
N is C(s) invariant, hence C(S)~ leaves N’- (l-dimensional) invariant, contra- 
dicting the linear independence of y, ECU, yC(s)$‘. Since (0 : xc(s)) is 
spanned by (0 : xc(s)) n n(s) there is u E (0 : K(s)) n U(s) such that 
UC(S) 6 N, hence N(x, xc(s), z&(s)) f  0. A d irect calculation shows that for 
suitable 6 EL, y  = x + S(zrC(s)-l) E D(s) satisfies N(y, yC(s), ECU) f  0. 
For C E G(3) with e,C-l = my, e,C-t = yC(s), e,C-l = a+yC(~)~ we 
have eJ-V(s) C = pfoei, , /3a - 01-l, p2 = p3 = 01 where 0 = (123). Re- 
placing C(s) by this conjugate we may assume C(s) = [(132), T(s)] and 
that C(s)[l, {a, 1, l}]-’ = Cl(s) sa is t fi es C’,(S)~ = Id, e&7,(s) = e, . Thus 
C,(s) is an s-semiautomorphism of J as is C,(s) = [(132), {V(S), Y(S), V(S)}], 
V(S) an s-semiautomorphism of E’ of order 3. The forms Ji t) C,(sj + C,(s)i) 
are necessarily split by the assumption on k, and moreover they contain a 
common subfield L’ g L, namely the elements of C Lei fixed by C,(s). 
Applying Theorem 6 of [Z2], [I] page 54, and Theorem 8 of [3] we see that 
there is a linear automorphism A of J mapping Jr onto J2 and fixing L’, hence 
CLe, , pointwise. Thus A-%,(s) A = C,(s) and A commutes with 
[I, (cx, 1, l}] so A-V?(s) A = [(132), {OIV(S), Y(S), V(S)>]. 
ii) For any x E 17(J), N(x, xc(s), xC(S)~) f  0 since otherwise N x XC(S) = 
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p(xC(s) X xC(s)2) for some p EL* ([18] p. 82) hence C(s)-” leaves a i- 
dimensional space invariant which is impossible. For any s E n(g) we take 
C E G(3) with e,C-l = c+c, e,C-l = a2xC(s), e,C-l = a3xC(s)p ([IZ] 
Prop. 13) and have again C-X’(s) C = [(132), T(s)]. Multiplying by [X, 
b, 1, l>l-’ we obtain C,(s) such that C1(s)3 = Id. The subspace 
Mt, C,(si -+ C(s)j) as K-vector space with cubic form is, by the argument 
of Theorem 2, a reduced Jordan algebra form of an isotope of 3. It follows 
from known results in the geometry of Cayley planes that there is 
x E M n n(3) such that N(y, , y2 , y3) f  0 for distinct yi E (ei , e, , e, , x>. 
Let C E G(J) be such that 
eiC-l = yie, , yc-1 =yx, yi, yEL*, y  = WI). 
Then C-Y,(s) C = [(132), T(l)(s)] fixes y  t o within a scalar. The Triality 
condition (6) implies T(r)(s) = {air(s), OI~V(S), D~~v(s)} and the invariance of y  
implies cil = L11$ = a3 , hence cq’C-lCl(s) C = [(132), (v(s), +), Y(S)>], 
V(S) E Aut, 6’. Since C commutes with [l, (01, 1, 1}] the result follows. 
We now easily have the 
Proof of Theorem 4. If  ti* has division algebra part ?I of index 3, 
OJL N (L, s, a) for some L cubic Galois over K, cy Q/,,,(L) ([I]). Thus 
2,;s L,, so !&&z ll?(J@,‘)) f  or some 6; over L (Theorem 2). In this 
setting 2 t) v(P --+ C(sp), C(s) E r,(3), C(S)~ = &Id by the proof of 
Theorem 1. Applying Lemma 6, Lemma 4, and the conditions for iso- 
morphism of K-forms of Q(s) (from (1) and (2)) we obtain the desired result. 
I f  Q* is split, B g Q&) E Q&, k3). 
Conversely, if z! z g(E1 , a,), ?I1 = (L, s, 01-l), Lemmas 4 and 5 imply 
that f? is isomorphic to a form of X!(J) of type Es, with envelope isomorphic 
to 2&, , B = (L, s, 01), hence of index 3 or 1. 
That the condition imposed on K in Theorem 4 is necessary follows from 
the work of Walde [21]. 
6, In this section we first apply the results of the preceding three 
sections to obtain special field classification results, then mention briefly two 
classes of algebras of type E6 which have not been discussed, one of which 
is a new class of such algebras. 
THEOREM 5. Let k be real, Jimle or p-adic. Then 
a) Every algebra of type EGI over k is isomorphic to an algebra Q(& %) 
fey some 6,s. 
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b) Every algebra of type EeI1 is isomorphic to some f!(3), . I f  k is an 
algebraic number jeld, a) Izolds. 
Proof. In the EBI cases we note first that for all fields involved the exponent 
and index of a central simple associative algebra are equal ([Z]) and that 
every exceptional Jordan algebra is reduced ([2]). Theorem la thus implies 
index g* = 1 or 3, hence Theorems 2 and 4, together with the remark that 
2(lj(K,)) s f?(K, k3), yield the desired conclusion. 
For b) we have 9* s F(!?) ;, in all cases since there are no division algebras 
of exponent 3 and involution of the second kind over k ([II]). Since every 
exceptional simple Jordan algebra over k(<A) = F(2) is split we may 
assume, by Lemma 3 and the preceding remarks, that 9 c-) 7 is a k-form of 
Z(3), J = lj(Q, 6 split, K = F(f?), and that if gal(K/k) = (1, s}, 
v(s) = &(s)y, C(s) = [l, T(s)], N(xC(s)) = N(z)” for all x E 5. By the 
corollary to Theorem 3 we must show there is x E J, N(X) f 0 such that 
K(s) = Xx x x. For T(s) = {T,(s), T,(s), Ta(s)} we have 
pi = N(aTi(s)) N(a)+. 
Since J-J: pi = 1 and NE,&(K) is of index 1 or 2 in K* we must have at least 
one ,uLe’ E N&JK). Without loss of generality we assume pi’ = h,hrs. If also 
t-12 2 ~3 E Nwd-0 P;’ = XiV where JJ hi = 1 then x = 2: Xiei satisfies 
the desired condition. If pi $ N&K), i # 1, we note that T,(s) X, is an 
s-linear transformation of E of order 2 which thus fixes a k-form 6r of 6 
(as vector space with quadratic form X$(a)). If there is a E Kr with h;%(a) = 
X,Xrs then x = e, + a23 suffices. In particular, since every nondegenerate 
form in 8 variables over a finite or p-adic field is universal this completes 
the proof except when k is real. In this case it is easy to see, since p1 = $, 
/3 > 0, that replacing C(s) by suitable C*C(s) C we may assume p1 = 1, 
A1 = 1, and the result follows except when n(a) is negative definite on Gr . 
If this holds, one may clearly find T1 E Horn@, 6) with T1 a proper similarity, 
n(aT,) = n(a) for all a E a:, such that q’T,(s) T1 = T1’T1(s) T1 = -v(s), 
V(S) E Aut, 6 corresponding to a division algebra form of 6. Then for the 
related triple T = {T1, T, , T3) with (aT, , bT2 , CT,) = (a, 6, c) the 
transformation C = [l, T] satisfies CK’(s) C = [l, {--v(s), klv(s), k,v(s)j], 
ki E K*. Since (kiv(s))2 = k,kiS1 for i = 1,2, 3 we are done by the above 
argument. 
Fart b) of Theorem 5 is false for algebraic number fields, as the existence 
of associative division algebras ZD of index 3 with involutions u of the second 
kind yields an algebra in Tits’ construction with the alternative component 
a Cayley algebra and the Jordan component the set of u-symmetric elements 
in 9 which is of type EeII but such that 2* *F(Q),, (see Theorem 3). 
If k is finite, g* and J are always split, hence by Proposition 2 there is 
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exactly one algebra of type E,, over R and by Proposition 3 there is a 1-l 
correspondence between algebras of type Esrr over k and quadratic extensions 
of K. For k p-adic we again have J split, hence a similar result holds for 
algebras of type &,I . In this case Lemma 5 implies that there are exactly two 
algebras of type EeI over k. In case k is real, Propositions 2 and 3 imply that 
there are exactly two algebras of type Eel (to isomorphism) and at most three 
of type E,,, . A comparison of the signatures of the Killing forms shows that 
there are exactly three. We note that these results are in accordance with the 
results of Hertzig ([9]), Kneser ([IO]) and Cartan ([a]), the former two 
authors having considered the analogous problem for algebraic groups. 
We show finally that there exists an algebra L! of type EC1 with B* of index 
9. To do so we observe that by [7] there exists a cyclic associative algebra of 
index 9, exponent 3, say ‘zz = (K, s, LX), [K : k] = 9, G = gal(K/k) = (s). 
Then a3 = NKIp(p) for some p E K* and thus there is y  E K* such that 
a: zzz yy”y”‘. I f  there is C(S) E J’,($(&;,)), (5 split, such that C(S)~ = o?M the 
result will follow from the proof of Theorem 1. For zci E E as before, consider 
the transformation C(S) = U,[(132), {v(s), V(S), V(S)}], V(S) a semiautomorphism 
of a of order 9, a = ~:a + z& + yz& , U, : x’ + 2(x4 a - .XU~ E G(Jj ([I#]). 
Direct calculation shows that C(S) satisfies the desired condition. 
Whether there exists f? of type EGI with !z?* of index 27 remains an open 
question. 
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